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Abstract: Electromagnetic shooter technology is one of the leading projects in developed countries 
such as U.S, Russia and Germany that great surveys have done and achieved brilliant results. However, 
such countries have not achieved its industrial model yet and the say they will have developed this 
model by 2025. A main part of this shooter is its feeding source which plays a vital role in this project. 
Here in this article we intend to improve such a source and level up its efficiency by designing a new 
model and prove the results by simulating them. The basis of railing guns is Lorentz law. Lorentz force 
refers to the imposed force on point load in magnetic field. A very vital part of railing guns is their 
pulse feeding source which is used in a wide range from general applications such as accelerating 
particles, fusion based devices , metal forming and welding, commissioning lasers and microwaves, 
camera lamps, making healthy foods to other application including electromagnetic shooters, electro 
thermal guns(ETG), electro thermal chemical guns(ETCG) and coil guns(CG). These sources have a 
variety of types such as condensing pulse feeding source, self pulse feeding source(normal-super 
conductor), pulsed alternator (compensated pulsed generator-disc alternator), hemopolar generator, and 
magnetic metal generator. Among the said applications, condensing pulsed feeding source is more 
prevalent due to being available, reasonable, easily made, collective and weight density and proper 
energy. The required condensers for designing are 50kj batteries with maximum 11kv voltage and 
maximum 150ka current and 10% reverse voltage. Regarding better ability and functions of these 
batteries than other ones, they were used in this designing. Such batteries don't have sharp blade 
technology and provide required space for such designing. Four condensing banks were considered for 
this designing which are all identical. Moreover, current pulse from each bank is also identical. The 
predicted current maximum from each bank is 160ka. Feeding source function in 8/9kv voltage or 81% 
of which is conducted with 11kv voltage. Each bank is totally formed by 3 parallel condensers with 
maximum current 53.3ka in each. After designing and simulating, we managed to reach the total 
efficiency of the system to +38.4 and its speed to +3000m/sec. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Research about electric shooting technology began as some patterns in 1970's in the U.S  The objective was 
assessing the practicality of electric shooting technology for a wide range of applications including transfer of 
air, space, energy and other applications. 1996: shootings were reported with 30mj source energy, 18.1% 
efficiency, launching load 1.9kg, rocket caliber 105mm, and exit speed 2400  Navigation force of the U.S 
examined an electromagnetic gun in order to use in ground fights in 2008. Its rocket weight was 3.2kg and its 
speed was 2400m/sec Electromagnetic shooter consists of 2 rails in which electrical current exists. The rails 
possess size, thickness and width proper with feeding source and force. They are regularly selected from copper; 
however, Tantalum is appropriate too, but more expensive. To maintain the rails (plates) carrying current when 
a huge current passes through, rail holder with insulation is used which is made of fiberglass. Selecting this 
material is due to its exceptional tension tolerance and its insulation. Except the 2 rails and rail holder, 2 
separating sheets are required to keep the rails separate from each other as 2 walls.  
 The sheets distance is chosen according to the bullet is usually from Teflon, because it has high thermal 
resistance, and very small fraction coefficient. To establish a strong force between rails, steel bolts and washers 
are used to fasten the gun. Bullets are made of a substance which is not melted by current flow and doesn't cause 
rail erosion. So, the material should be steel and Aluminum alloy. It is notable that choosing bullet length affects 
velocity span. 
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2 Theory: 
 Railing guns are based on Lorentz law. Lorentz force in physics is defined as imposed force or pointed load 
in magnetic field. 
F =  q(V*B)                                                                (1) 
 
 Using bio savar law for a straight semi-infinite wire, we can obtain generated magnetic field by the current 
for this wire.  
 
dF = VdB*dq = (Idx ⁄dv)(vd) B = BIdx                     (2) 
Two presuppositions are needed for this point: 
1) The current  should flow through rail center. 
2) The magnetic features of rectangular rails are almost similar to round long cables. 
 We should notice that L' is not an actual self, but a factor of magnetic field which is merely dependent on 
the geometry of electromagnetic shooter. 
 The equation can be completed regarding the time for producing speed equation. the latter equation is also 
accomplished by considering time for developing situation equation or caliber equation. To obtain the accurate 
formula, it is required to know the initial speed and lunching situation. 
 
3 Design and Simulation: 
 A main part of this shooter is its feeding source which plays a vital role in this project. Here in this article 
we intend to improve such a source and level up its efficiency by designing a new model and prove the results 
by simulating them. The basis of railing guns is Lawrence law. Lawrence force refers to the imposed force on 
point load in magnetic field. A very vital part of railing guns is their pulse feeding source which is used in a 
wide range from general applications such as accelerating  particles, fusion based devices , metal forming and 
welding, commissioning lasers and microwaves, camera lamps, making healthy foods to other application 
including electromagnetic shooters, electro thermal guns(ETG), electro thermal chemical guns(ETCG) and coil 
guns(CG). These sources have a variety of types such as condensing pulse feeding source, self pulse feeding 
source(normal-super conductor), pulsed alternator (compensated pulsed generator disc alternator), hemopolar 
generator, and magnetic metal generator. Among the said applications, condensing pulsed feeding source is 
more prevalent due to being available, reasonable, easily made, collective and weight density and proper energy. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Shows schema of an electromagnetic shooter feeding source. 
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 Figure one shows schema of an electromagnetic shooter feeding source. After simulation and calculation, 
the result were placed in table 1. After simulation, the designing of single condensing bank was shown in table 
2. We plan to limit the rocket maximum velocity to 106m/√sec. Therefore, a velocity  maximum limit is implied 
on optimization model. 
 
Table  1: 

Capacitance 21.58mF Muzzle Velocity 1002 m/s 
Inductance 5.5µH Current Density 39.1Ka/cm2 
Resistance 0.003Ω Peak Current 626.4kA 

Voltage 10kV Exit Current 285.1kA 
Projectile Mass 171.5g Effective-barrel-length 0.82m 

 

 
               
Fig. 2: Now, the feeding source orbit is designed by condensing multi _bank model and its simulation is done. It 

was found that applying several single-condensor banks switched with proper time increases the 
efficiency of orbit output and better current appears. 

 
Table 2: Results of designing multi-bank model. 

Capacitance 9.96mF Muzzle Velocity 1213 m/s 
Inductance 7.7µH Current Density 39.9Ka/cm2 
Resistance 0.003Ω Peak Current 637.9kA 

Voltage 10kV Exit Current 398.8 kA 
Projectile Mass 171.5g Effective-barrel-length 1.2 m 
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Fig. 3: Compozing multi-bank model with single-bank. 
 
Table 3: Result from the orbit of above figure. 

Muzzle Velocity 1071 m/s 
Current Density 36.0Ka/cm2 

Peak Current 592kA 
Exit Current 347 kA 

Effective-barrel-length 1.08 m 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: Segments and rails flow. 
 
 The rocket speed=38.4% with initial parameters and without any restriction on velocity. In order to develop 
better function by optimization, we should consider some limitation. Rocket speed and total efficiency are the 2 
goals studied in this model. These 2 criteria are contradictory, so it is completely necessary to make them 
compatible. 
 First, we performed simulation separately for maximum rocket speed and total system efficiency with 
rocket masses 0.1,0.2,0.3 kg respectively. Table 5 show in various masses ,all optimal rocket speed exceed 2800 
and when the rocket becomes heavy, the charge voltage should increase. 
 Table 4 indicates optimal parameters for speed optimization. Table 5 reveals that in various masses. all 
optimal efficiency is bigger than 36% and the rocket becomes heavier. the charge voltage becomes higher. 
Therefore, speed is not much reduced. 
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Table 4: 
M kg V m/s G  % Maximum acceleration 
0.1 3518 29.26 1000000 
0.2 3070 30.08 998539 
0.3 2815 31.76 999475 

 
Table 5:  

M kg V m/s G  % Maximum acceleration 
0.1 1930 36.92 996769 
0.2 2105 38.01 1000000 
0.3 19.07 39.48 998138 

 

4 Conclusion: 
 
 A new double goal optimization model was suggested in this article. Rocket speed and total efficiency of 
the system were studied at the same time as optimization goals. Variable include condensing bank charge 
voltage and segments switching times. Rocket velocity is considered as a limitation. Velocity limitation affects 
rocket speed and system efficiency significantly. By limiting velocity, wide band currents cause higher speed 
but lower efficiency. To increase velocity of a heavier rocket up to a given speed or efficiency. The charge 
voltage should increase. In conclusion, it should be noted that the results are obtained only by computerized 
simulation and they should be compared with laboratory results in order to study their proximity percentage. 
 In future, to improve optimization we can increase designing variables such as pulsed feeding source and 
various charge voltage for each segment. Moreover, we can design an appropriate multi goal optimization 
algorithm for more complicated models by the voltage of caliber mouth. 
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